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Dick end Gery only, 

Enclosed are my most recent exchange with Jo#n Aichole and the cola ring 
letter with which I sent a set to Bude t e only other person who will know about 
this nasty, eotten business. 

There is little to add, save that I took another tranquilizer as soon as 
finished it. I will be is Washington when he is. I will neither seek nor avoid him. 

I am scheduled to see Bud in the a.m., to be at the Archives at 11, pick coward up, 
and then _.come name, This I will do. 

Whether it is right or wrong, end in ray own mind there is no doubt what-
soever (I'll welcome tee development of contrary argument), if he pulls this I will 

-do what I can to see that he gets what is coming. tou both have a glimmer of what 
I have been working on, Gary hap a better.  ides of the newer developments and their 
potential, and entirely aside from very strong personal feelings, I simply will not 
accept any theft of it which, inevitably, means alerting others to it and a defense 
against me. 

But over and above that, le have acceeted so much of tnis for so long a 
period of time, I simply will have no self-respect if I accept it. I often wonder 
it part of the problem now have is not because j have so often for so long per-
mitted others to do this to me with impunity, imposing on myself standards aryl cone 
cepts so foreign to the clef-seekers. 

just cannot make more copies of John's letter, so I ask Dick to make 
one for Gary, please. 

I will wrote Paul simple letter telling him nothing about this but also 
telling him he is net to let '0n.n have anything that comes from me, no matter how 
seemingly innoceous. I have sent en extra copy of the letter to J ohn to Gary, asking 
that he decide *bather "Paul should be informed in detail, for he knows Paul's un-
willingness to either become involved in the despicable things some do or even 
acknowledge they exist. It is not just that I are passing the buck. It is more that 
I Elm so furious at this I really do not think I can mace a diepessienete decision, 
even think clearly about it. 

When Playboy  finally tumbled to what 	nee used them for in tneir 
interview, which tney nad to rut every available staffer on for three weeks to 
clean up before deadline, they asked me to clobber him. I refused. That day la 
pest, as is that time, so far as I are concerned. 

The only meaningful work John has done of which I am aware is establishing 
whet has no relationship to the assassination, twat Kennedy had Jdkinson's disease. 
1n his suit he seeks nothing others have not already brought to light, end in his 
papers he discloses no meaningful knowledge of any kind. he is, if you reed these 
papers, merely seeking a rep. This, of course, is aside from whet he does not went 
disclosed, his use of human cadavers, which merely repeats what is already known but 
is a valid disproof of the official fiction. 

If he uses any of my owrk in his own writing, if J. hive to to my own law-
yer, I'll sue him and the publisher, IVA included (remember, Dick?) Sincerely, 
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Dear Bud, 

Here are John's "response" to the letters of welch you have a copy abd of my today's answer. I am sending copies to Gary and Dick only, for as long as 
possible I want to avoid knowledge of his disnonesty becoming public or generally known. although from nis letter J. know he will not be home amen it clght get 
there, I am mailing it tale, evening, with this. 

Because ee,  says ee expects to see you, I am also sending it to you so you will, i most sincerely hope, be on guard and mention nothing of what 'I' flab told you to him. He is off on en ego-trip the likes of which we haveoonly once seen, which is saying something. 

You will not that although he will be only about 45 minutes froe me, he has neither asked to see me nor accepted tee invitation I extended him tosee what else I nave, again on his pledge or honorable behavior. 	intends, without reasonable doubt, to try and steal it, too. 

be may not realize he is off on an ego trip. I em no export on egos or 
strange people. Or, as 1 woule imagine, not beinc hosicoily a crock, ee'has created 
a more decent picture in aie own mind. But I en post the point of meking distinctions. When I see that i nave sacrified so much for so needlessly jeopardized, when I con- 

' eider how tele has force me and more, my wife, to live, the enormity of the debt I have accumulated and toe impoverisement it nes forced upon me, to tie: point There 
must selvage paper that. should-be discarded and use carbon after it is discarded, • I can accept So more. For me to permit this kind-of thievery, eepecisIle after he gave his word, is to engage in self-emasculation. Neither it nor the other things will I do. "e will use any or my work at nie peril, an±, no little "enows me if he 

does not understand that it can be a reel peril. 

Because he has yet to make any kind of contribution to wnet so m- ny of us 
have worked so herd for, and esp,:cielly bect,use he m-kr.s no sac "et that he 
really believes I am trying to steel his nothing from aim, actually saying it to 
ethers, woo er,  stunned be it, I will Love 'cso?u4- oly 	 -beu' bAing a 
witness on his motive, enicn I a: neeive can be a leeitimet4 deferse tr eert of his 
suit, end I can eei will de so ir.  the 	belief it will he :.eretractive. The• 
lest tning are want is ceeee sensutice or self-see:eleg, personal Tory. I believe it 
is right sad proper for seeesitive evidence teat would be disused to be denied those who would so abuse it. 	o.on record is clear on teie, as you 	kno, from wnet 
I have shown you and toe excellent publicity you know i nave avoided for this very 
reason. 

I am hopeful tee% as it should, teis will _sect ynu tomorccw. I will still cometeto your of ice ss soon as I finish depositing toe let eemeles on Iridey. 

hastily, 
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Dear :obn, 

I reed your letter of toe 26th end found myself wondering, with what can 
i compere it? What can illustrate its cogency, its logicl, reasonableness, how 
describe its argument and "proorl 

from the beginhino of time the world has been round. Your letter reminds 
Me of a jealous contemporary of etlumbus." saying, "I, knew it all tat time", and citing 
es proof the fact teat trees grow upward. 

I will not reason;? es I should. Since this rest summer, when i  laid my 
own work aside to try and do for you what could be done to help with your suit, I 
heve known I have en anxiety condition. How long it existed before diagnosis I do 
not know. Mere I to respond as your letter warrants, I'd merely upset myself more. 

Practically nothing you say is relevant to whet really amounts to a 
question of your honor, your integrity, the meaning of your word, verbal and 
written. It must be obvious to you that it is child's play to follow around behind 
me picking up the crumbs of my work. ony may wits self-respect would not so dolman 
himself, would control his ego and his greed . would neither glean crumbs nor 
violate word, 

Perteps, as you say, you may have "foreced out" two documents. But it is 
more likely that you have picked uo coUmbs. I have told you quite candidly that I 
have been engaged, for a very long and costly period of time, in a systematic effort 
to force the production of certain suppressed evidence. I showed you some of it, on 
your word you'd not use it in any way until after I could get it printed. This letter 
makes it impossible for me to continue to trust you, whoch means I cannot continue 
to inform you of whet learn. I would have liked to. Even after all of this 
rather undisguised dishonesty on your pert, believing it cou=e attributed to 
the temporary lack of control over ego, I offered to show all of it to you. That I . 
cannot now do. 

And I'll spell the reason out for you it is to keep your ego end greed 
from fucking up what must not be. It is not because I am entitled to tee fruit of 
my own labor, woich I KM, among people who honor the concept of honor. 

Even after I go to the greet trouble of explaining what happened, what I 
did, you then, consUmed'oby ego, write" "Am disappointed you have tot asked me for 
ea copy of an?". Your copy: The one I showed you years ago, on your word of honor 
to leave it alone the one that has been in POST MORTEN since August or earlier, 19691 
The same book I loaned you, on your word to not use any of it. 

In the previous paragraph, you refer, in connection with the autopsy 
sketch, to your just having "learned something about this which had prviously not 
been mentionedTM. Possibly thia is tae case, but a man not the creature of en inordinate 
ego might have said, "to my knowledge". I em about to return to my autopsy writing, 
having researched the third book on it, but under the ciroumatonces, I think it best 
that I not ask for whatever this is, for if it also turn cute to be whet I have 
accomplished, I doubt you'd believe it. 

it is true toot if you nod persisted lon4  enough you'd have gotten the 
autopsy authorisation. However, there is little likelihood you would nave until the 
time it was finally and so very disreputably put where it shoold have been 4.1 along. 
You do not and cannot have the proper context in ?Atoll to use this, yet your over. 
weaning concept of self blinds you to the possibility that you may, indeed, actually 
impair what we seek, whet you claim to be seeking, by destroying the possibility of 
proper use by those who tive worked for just this. 



There are parts of your letter that you have to know sie not honest, 
aside from the childish self-justifications. For example, "I did not make e 
second or third request for the Autopsy Authorization because you told me it was "lost" 
and/or "misfilla. 1 had relied on trading you some dodumeata and/or information of, in 
my opinion, greeter importance for the Authorization when I came to need it." 
Parenthetically, this "need", aside from a false claim to having accomplished some-
thing or a cheep sensation of the kind that cannot help the quest for truth, is not 
readily apparent, nor do I recall any aspect of your suit in which it is needed. 
The fact is that you knew I wanted to reserve the use to myself, for I so told you, 
and you had no reason to assume I would change my mind.'You have never, ever, 
offered to "trade" me anything, and 4  have never done so, either. You then say 
something that defies reason, only* the knowledge it did exist, which you had not 
been able to come by through your own efforts, prevtnted your personal discovery 
of it. ;o4n, John, wrist has happened to you? 

You justify what you hove done • end you are, I -am certain, unaware of the 
misuse already made of it in that childsplay with 399 by saying you "knew the 
back of 399 was mutilated", but did nothing until I showed you the pictures I alone, 
of all the many who had worked in this, had had mode. Mow, pray, did you "know"? 
Foam the testimony, which without deviation nays the opposite? For the non-pictures 
non-published? And if you had such knowledge, with your great interest in it, why 
did you not order this picture for yourself during any pert of Oolong period of time 
it was possible? 

I shall not argue copyright law with you, but it is simply incredible to 
me that you would copyright trio work of another in your own name. This is all in 
the book 1  loaned you, end that is copyrighted, and prior to that was my "property" 
under the common law. 

Again I digress to show you where you are going - unless you can again 
achieve tee balance, perspective and integrity of a genuine shoolar. 4 week or so 
ago in Qhicago, Mark Lane was a witness. Mark has always reasoned much as you have. . 
ire bee always gotten sway with hie literery•lightfingers simply because those of us 
he oystimatically robbed would not jeopardise everything by exposing him. This time, 
however, knowing ebout Mark, the DJ did e little • reseerch. On the Stand they con-
fronted him with his "copyright"  of his 'hicego book and the source from Which he 
purloined it. Sven easuming that out-moil is inviolate, as only a fool would do, can 
you conceive that when the government is officially on notice that I am tiling two 
suits they are not familiar with my own copyrighted work? Or yours, when you hale 
filed yours? Can you visualize what will happen to your suit Land through it all 
of us), to your reputation? They will have little trouble showing t,-is is not en 
isolated case, as you kust know, for I do, despite the fact that no one nee mentioned 
this to you..Now add to tnis the saect if they subpena me as a witness for the govern-
ment. And they show me a copy of my own book, where what you have "copyrighted" is 
set forth? tied I the cloposition to shield you on this, Wotan I do not end will not, 
is there any way I could? Or what would happen if I were to really unload on what to 
me is your clear, selfish rather than scholarly, motive, wnich I'd try to avoid? 

To say that you are "keen" on citing "priority" is to say you are careful 
to ecknoiwedge theft, but disguise it so only uou end the victim know it. There is no 
comparison between a work on which any copyright would nave expired and one not yet 
printed. 

I asked of you a simple thing: that you tell me you would keep your 
pledge and not use whet I showed end led you to, In all three rogea of your letter 
there is no such indication, only the opposite. Yet you dare conclude, "I do not 
envision any conflict in cur work"? Is this not to say you fully intend helping your-
self to mine? 
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I quoted your own lettere to you onthia, perhaps forgetting your 
request that premit you to keep POST MOBTEM long enough to reed it again, it had 
so much in it of *Lich you were not aware. Your letter is non-responsive and, 
sadly, entirely silent en this poiut. I say "sad" not as a figure of speech but 
as a rather modest representation of the reality of what it discloses about 
your integrity. I would welcome any other interpretation I could put on thie 
and the other contents of your letter, for, having trusted you and regarded you as 
a friend, I'd prefer believeing anything but that you are dishonorable. 

With the enormity of the field to cover, with your own considerable 
competence., Why in the world cannot you go out on your own and make genuine, 
reel di:ea:eeriest  making some valid contribution to knowledge? Why mug t you 
retrace whet you know has been done and pretend otherwise? 

I am, really, also asking the peyeician to hell himself, seeing you 
to search your own soul, learn you own motive. To teis end I remind you that when 
we met in Silver Spring I told you that when I could get a lawyer I would sue. You 
said you, too, would sue.-I suggested we combine forces. You made no response 
(although you did get me to help persuade those from whom you souget eelp, and 
I did stop off in KO and attempt it, apparently with some success). When. you 
filed the suit, going over so much not original with you and adding nothing that 
I detected that was original with you, end when it became clear that you were 
at least skating close to steeling ehat you had promised not to I again asked 
you to Include me in your suit. Agaibet you ignored this. You did not event have the 
courtesy to say no. Now I am in a pesition to sue, end teeorly thing thus far 
preventing the filing of tee suit is our desire to exercise the greet care you did 
not when you should have. Now, when you know that I will be able to take my own work 
into court in a proper context, you persist in thievery, for welch, no doubt, you 
give yourself a less unpleasant designation - even after the warning that it requires 
tee context only the men developing it can give it - and entirely unaware of its 
potential except for giving you a name, 

Over tea years i have come to realize teat the greatest single problem 
"our side" has had is the dishonesty of those who were self-seeking. They have done 
what "the other aide" could not against us, end teey have laid a basis for seemingly 
legitimate complaint against us end our motive. When I came to realize this, I spent 
some time teinklng of it. It teen occurred to me test he would *Alla teach ,the ampe-
re/Won should himself prey. Bow can we complain against a dishonorable Report or 
a dishonorable government when we, ourselves, are disheneet? It also became clear to 
me that if this enormous labor on which I 'cave sacrificed health and future, in which 
I hem' bankrupted myself, is to have any meaning, I might, on occasion, have to 
establish the bona fides of "my aide" to establish my own. To this end a year mad a 
half ago I stopped everything and wrote a book that will never see teie light of day. 
unless it becomes necessary. That gentlemen having comfortably abditeted, there is 
little likelihood. 

You misuse credit, do not, really, understand serious motive in this case, 
having lost it all in personal ambition. If me objective were credit, I could have 
aired all I have kept to eyself hundreds of times. But it eagle have been negative, 
counter-productive. Doing this would hove been opposed to serious work as to the 
possibility of accomplishment. The time is long since peat when a single sensation or 
e number can aenieve results, save in personal feelings. 

In any event, I speak bluntly, if less so that your record warrant.. I do 
hope you will tai* it carefully through and decide you are and can be a m8n of honor, 
are capable of and will do original things to nelp *net we all seek rather than taking 
the work of others and pretending it is yours. I also went you to be aware of tie 
feet that if I never again male mention of this, I will not forget it, wad, given Whet 
I regard as a proper context, will do what I regard es necessary and right. Sincerely, 



UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS MEDICAL CENTER 
RAINBOW BOULEVARD AT 3911$ STREET 
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS 66103 	 AREA CODE 913 	• 	236-5252 

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 

DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY AND ONCOLOGY 
	 January 26, 1970 

Harold Weisberg, Esq. , 
Route 8 
Frederick, Maryland. 

Dear Harold: 

About the delay in answering your letter of January 6. I left 
town about noon Saturday 10 and it had not been received in 
our department at that time. However, it might have been 
received in our *ail room that morning. On Saturday's the 
staff in both our mail room and this department are reduced 
and the mail room closes at noon. We give priority to slides 
and specimens sent in for diagnosis by other pathologists and 
hospitals. This priority is even above first claSs mail! ! 

I read your letter about11:00 PM Monday January 12 on my 
return to Kansas City. It may have lain in our mail room over 
the week end. I did not retain the envelope. My reply was 
typed the next day in time for sending out in our 5:30 PM mail. 
None of my correspondence with you is dictate. I type it all 
myself and it is kept in my personal files not accessible to 
others in the department. 

I have made repeated requests to the Archivist(s) for several 
items denied for diverse reasons including "cannot be located". 
A few were provided on the second asking after one rejection and 
a lesser number on the third asking after two rejections. I do 
not know why they were provided after previous refusals. Perhaps 
it was my persistence or change in viewpoint of the Archivist. 
Alternately you (or others) may have "forced them out", I do not 
know. In at least two instances I believe I have "forced out" two 
documents. 

Harold, as you may know, I from time to time am in a position 
to do favors for persons in various law enforcement agencies. 
Occast4ionally I ask favors of them. Some persons who participated 

in the 
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participated 
in the investigation of the assassination have been stationed here 
in Kansas City. I have obtained poor copies of two documents 
which had been previously refused and upon sending copies of these 
copies to the Archivist he responded by sending the desired items. 

I did not make a second or third request for the Autopsy Authorization 
because you told me it was "lost" and/or "misfiled". I had relied on 
trading you some documents and/or information of, in my opinion, 
greater importance for the Authorization when I came to need it. 
Without the knowledge you had it I would have made an earlier second 
or third request. This may or may not have been honored and if 
honored I would not have known that you "forced it out". Harold I do 
believe your possession of the authorization and my knowledge thb.t 
you possessed it prohibited and/or delayed my asking for it for the 
second or third time and possibly having obtained it. 

Earlier last week I, again, requested the Archivist to provide some 
items once denied and others twice denied. In this request I included 
the Autopsy Authorization. If it is provided, then my lawyers may or 
may not use it in the suit. If it is not provided I will sue for it along 
with other items not provided. I personally hope it will be denied. In 
any event, I hope to some day, write an account of the film - flam 
involved and how you forced it out. If you have not previously published 
on it I will ask your assistance. 

As to the Autopsy Sketch, last week I learned something about this 
which has previously not been mentioned but which will greatly embarassA 
Humes, Boswell, and Finck. It is most unlikley that you know it but I 
will be happy to divulge it to you when you get ready to publish. Just ask 
me. at that time. 

Am disappointed you have not asked me for a copy of my CE397. It is 
flagrantly different from that on page 48 of volume 17 and the copy the 
Archivist sent me at your request. Will be delighted to send it to you 
if you want me to. 

I distinctly recall that the Autopsy Authorization and the Autopsy Sketch 
were not reproduced in the unpublished manuscript you kindly sent. Also 
I do not believe you mentioned these things or if so you omitted bibliographic 
citation. Otherwise I would have made a memorandum of it. I have no 

such 

(Nichols to Weisberg January 26, 1970 second of three pages) 
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have no 
such memorandum in my files. Of your books I have (1) Whitewash, 
(2) Whitewash II, (3) Oswald in New Orleans, and (4) Photographic 
Whitewash. Should appreciate if you could tell me of your other 
books and where I can purchase copies. 

Prior to meeting you in Silver Springs I knew the back of CE 399 
was mutilated and that photographs could be had from the Archivist. 
I was staggered to learn the extent of this mutilation by study of your 
photographs. Some months later I sent the Archivist two items for 
background and detailed instructions as to lighting etc„for photographing 
CE 399 and other items. I purchased the resultant black-white and 
color negatives which embody features of photography highly characteristic, 
but not exclusive, to myself. From these purchased negatives ouiLphoto-
graphic department has made prints which have since been copyrighted. 
My photographs of CE 399 were not made from negatives taken at your 
request and instruction and to which you are entitled to your own copy-
right if you paid the Archivist. 

Harold, I am quite keen on priority and correct citation. Enclosed are 
two reprints of some of my Scientific and Medical writings. I am quite 
proud to have dug up an early 1910 Polish paper (p 224) previously 
unnoticed, the findings of which were attributed to others in 1911. I do 
not envision any conflict in our work. 

Shall be lecturing Friday afternoon January 30 at the Bethesda Naval 
Hospital. My plans after that are not firm. Have previously suggested 
to Fensterwald that we might get together. 

Sincerely, 

0 

1(hn Nichols 

(Nichols to Weisberg January 26, 1970 last of three pages) 
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Deer ;ohn, 

I read your letter of the 26th and found myself wooderinj, with what can 
1 compere it? ghat can illustrate its cogency, its logicl, reasonableness, how 
describe its argument and "proorl 

Zrom the beginning of time the world has been round. Your letter reminds 
me of a jealous contemporary of oqumbust  saying, "I knew it all tae time", and citing 
as proof t4e feet toot tress grow upwerdo 

I will not reeponl as I should. Since this !ant summer, when j  laid my 
own work aside to try and do for you whet could be done to help with your suit, I 
have known I have an anxiety condition. How long it existed before diagnosis I do 
not know. tore I to respond as your letter warrants, I'd merely upset myself more. 

Practically nothing you say is relevant to whet really amounts to a 
question of your honor, your integrity, the meaning of your word, verbal end 
written. It must be obvious to you that it is daild's play to follow around behind 
me picking up the crumbs of my work. ony may with self-respect would not so demean 
himself, would control his ego end his greed o would neither glean crumbs nor 
Violate word. 

Perhaps, as you say, you may have "foreced out" two documents. But it is 
more likely stoat you nova picked uo coumbs. I have told you quite candidly that I 
have been engaged, for a very long end costly period of time, in a systematic effort 
to force the production of certain suppressed evidence. I showed you some of it, on 
your word you'd not use it in any way until after I could get it printed. This latter 
makes it impossible for me to continue to trust you, whoch means I cannot continue 
to inform you of what 4  learn. I would have liked to. Even after all of this 
rather undisguised dishonesty on your pert, believing it could be attributed to 
the temporary leek of control over ego, I offered to show all of it to you. That I 
cannot now do. 

And I'll spell the reason out for you: it is to keep your ego and greed 
from tucking up whet must not be. It is not because I at entitled to the fruit of 
my own labor, which I em, among people who honor the concept of minor. 

Even after I go to the great trouble of explaining what happened, whet I 
did, you then, eonsumedOby ego, write" "Am disappointed you have not asked me for az copy of 4397". Icor copy: Tee one I showed you pars ego, on your word of honor 
to leave it alone-the one that has been in POST UORTLIA since August or earlier, 1967: 
The same book I loaned you, on your word to not use any of it. 

In the previous paragraph, you refer, in connection with the autopsy 
sketch, to your just having "learned something about this which had prviously not 
been mentioned". Possibly this Is tae case, but a man not the creature of an inordinate 
ego might have said, "to my knowledge". I am about to return to my autopsy writing, 
having researched the third book on it, but under the circumstances, I think it best 
that 1  not ask for whatever this is, for it it also turn out* to be whet I have 
accomplished, I doubt you'd believe it. 

It is true tOat if you had persisted long enough you'd have gotten tte 
autopsy authorization. however, there is little likelihood you would have until the 
time it was finally and so very disreputably put where it shoold have been di along. 
You do not end cannot have tae proper context in which to use this, yet your over-
weanino concept of self blinds you to the possibility that you may, indeed, actually 
impair what we seek, whet you claim to be seeking, by destroying the possibility of 
proper use by those who have worked for just this. 





roars rre oorts of yoir looter toot you ooYo to knoonr 	iot  oro. ss, 
asiole from tooeLi1dih solf-justificotions. For oxompie, "1 did not 11P 
second or tLird recueot for the Autopsy utacrizotion beoeuse youtold me it oos "lost 
and/or "RisfidedX. I aed rolled on treding you sooe docuoolts and/or infornotion of, 
my opinion, greater importance for tile Luttoriettiori when I csrce to need it." 
7wronthaticollyo this "ne"Ooside from e false clsim to Kevin accomolsaed soon-
toiag or a coeep sensation of too kino the oocuot Lelo tag quest for truth, io not 
ro„dily apparent, nor do I rectal ony ripestof your suit in which it is noodod. 
Tao fret is gist you knew I wanted to reserve the useto yself, for I so told you, 
ood you dad no rc.oson to aosumo I would onango my mind. You aove never, evor, 
offered to "trede" me enything, otut aoyo - never done so, sitter. You then say 
something trot defies reason, only2 the koowledge it did exist, waica you aed not 
been obis to come by through your own efforts, provinted your personal -discovory 
of it. Zolon, Joan, wont hos nopoenad to you? 

You justify woot you hove done - end you ere, I am coot-in, uosoare 	tao 
misuse elready made of it - in tdot childsolay with 399 by saying you "kma tae 
beck of 39V was mutiloted", but did nothing until 1s Jowed -you tho pictures ii low, 
of all tte msny woo hied worked in this, hod ood mode. now, pray, did you "known 
Foom the testimony, which without deviation swys theopoosite? Yor the non-oicturem 
non-published? Mid if you hodsuch knowledge, with your great interest in it, why 
did you not order this picture for yourself during any pert of thol000 'period of tior, 

Tree possible?  

shell not argue conyright law with you, but it is aiooly inc:edible 
me thot you would copyright toe work of netherin your own nome. -joie in allin 
the book 4. loaned you, Aio that is copyrighted, and prior to that as my "nroperty-
under the common law. 

ogain 1 digress to show you where you are goinn liaises you can ooeln 
achieve toe balance, perspective and integrity of a genuine sOcoler. o week or so 
ego in c;alcago, Mork Lane was a Witness. lark Ace clways reasoneo much es you oove. 
#e bee ,l-aye gotten sway with his literery lightfingers sioply bloouoo tho'e of oo 
he syetemetioally robbed would not jeoosrdixe ovcrythir by exPoeinn him. Ti- timo, 
however, knowing about Mark, the 	did a little research. CAI the sten4. they con- 
fronted him with Ole "oopyright" of his ndeogo book nod the source from which he 
purloined it.Wen essuming that outmoil is inviolate, 	only e foal woulA do, con 
you conceive toot when the government is officielly on notice that I an filino two 
suits toey are not fomilier with my own copyrionted work? Or yours, when you rIP03 
filed yours? Con you visualize what nill doposn to your suit land through it all 
of us), to your reputation? Tuey will have little trouble showing tole is not on 
isolated cote, on you kust knot., for I do, despito too foot that no one uss montloned. 
this to you. Now odd to tub the eofect if toey subpena me es as witness for too oovern-
menu nd tusy snow me a copy of ran own book, oore -at you hove "oopyriohtod" is 
set forth : nad I the d apoeition to saield you on this, Aiia I do not and will not, 
is tnere ony way I could? Or what would hepoen it I were to really unload on root to 
me is your clear, selfish rather than scoolarly, mot've, waled I'd try to ovoid? 

To say toot you are "keen" on citing "priority" is to say you are coreful 
to aoknolwedge theft, but disguise it so only ucu end toe victim °now it. There to no 
comosrison between e oorn on willed anycooyrinht would uov expired onJ one not yet 
orinted. 

I asked of you a simplo toino: toot you toll oe yoo would 	your 
pledge ape. not uce wh,:rt I shooed eri:! led you to, In -al three ogee 	y-ur latter 
there in no such iriction, only the ooronoito. Yet olu h7re c000lode, "I do root 
envision 11,y conflict in our work"? Is this not to 	7ou fully irtend no'-loo 'our- 
eft' mine? 



I quoted your own letters to yea onthis, perhaps forgetting your 

request teat 4  premit you to keep POT 1:n1-CEA long enough to reed it again, it had 

so much in it of Welch you were not aware. Y,n,ur letter is non-responsive end, 
sadly, entirely silent on this point. I say "sad" not as e figure of speech but 

as a rather modest representation of the reality of whet it discloses ebout 

your integrity. I would welcome any other interpretation I could put on this 
and the other contents of your letter, for, having trusted you end regarded you as 

friend, I'd prefer believeing anything but that you are dishonorable. 

Title the enormity of the field to cover, with your own considerable 
sompetences, why in the world cannot you go out on your own and make genuine, 
reel discoveries, making some valid contribution to knowledge? Why mus t you 
retrace whet you know has been done and pretend otherwise? 

I em, really, also asking the physician to hell himself, easing you 

to search your own soul, learn you own motive. To tea end 1 remind you test when 

we met in Silver Spring I told you that when 1 could get a lawyer I would sue. You 
said you, too, would sue. I suggested we combine forces. You made no response 

(although you did get me to Uplp persuade those from whom you sougut help, end 
I did stop off in 1C and attempt it, apparently with some success). When you 

filed the suit, going over so much not original with you end adding nothing that 

I detected that was original with you, end when it became clear that you were 

at least aketine close to steeling enat you had promised not to, I again asked 
you to include me in your suit. Agelhe Yoe ignored this. Yeu did not eve= have the 

courtesy to say no. Now I em in a pesition to sue, and thsonly thing:thus far 

preventing the Mine of the suit is our desire to exercise the great Care you did 
not when you should have. Now, when you know that I will be able to take my own work 
into court in a proper context, you persist in thievery, for which, no doubt, you 
give yourself a less unpleasant deeignetion - even after the warning that it requires 
the context only the man developing it can give it - and entirely unaware of its 
potential except for giving you a nears. 

Over the years I taws come to realize that tke greatest single problem 

"our side" hoe had is the dishonesty of those who were self-seeking. They bevy done 

what "the other aide" could not against us, end they hove laid a basis for eeemingly 
legitimate complaint against us and our motive. When I. came to realize this, I spent 

some time thinking of it. It then occurred to meeteet he would would teach the pope 
region should himself prey. Bow can we compeein against a dishonorable Report or 

a dishonorable government when we, ourselves, are dishonest? It also became clear to 

me that it this enormees labor on which 4  nave sacrificed health and future, in which 
be's' bankrupted myself, is to have any meaning, I might, on occasion, have to 

establish the bons fides of "my side" to establish my own. To this end a year sad a 
half ago I stopped everything and wrote a book test will never see tee light of day-
unless it becomes necessary. That gentleman heving comfortably obditeted, there is 
little likelihood. 

You misuse credit, do not, really, understand serious motive in this case, 
having lost it all in personal ambition. If my objective were credit, I could have 

Aired all I have kept to myself hundreds of times. But it would neve been negative, 
counter-productive. Doing this would nave been opposed to serious work as to the 

possibility of accomplishment. The time is long since pest when a single sensation or 
a number can acnieve results, save in personal feelings. 

In any event, I speak bluntly, if less so test your record Warrants. I do 
hope you will tank it carefully through and decide you are end can be a -i"n of honor, 

are capable of end will do original things to help what we all seek rather than taking 
the work of others end pretending it is yours. I also want you to be aware of th, 
fact that if I never again male mention of tuts, I will not forget it and, given whet 

I regard as a proper context, will do what I regard as necessary and right. Sincerely, 



1/28/70 

Dick and Gary only, 

Enclosed are my most recent exchange with Jon Nichols end tee covering letter with which I sent a set to BuEL t e only other person who will know about this nasty, botten business. 

There is little to add, save that I took another tranquilizer as soon as I finished it. I will be in Teshineton whew he is. I will neither seek nor avoid him. 1 em scheduled to see Bud in the a.m., to be at the Archives at 11, pick iiowerd up, and then come home. This I will do. 

Whether it is right or, wrong, end in my own mind there is no doubt what-soever (I'll welcome the development of contrary argument), if he pulls this I will elo what Ieeen to see. thetheegets what is coming. Xou both have a glimmer of what I have been working on, Gary has a bettereides of the newer developments and their potential, and entirely sails from very Strong personal feelings, I simply will not accept any teen of it which, inevitably, means alerting others to it and a defense against 

But over end above teat, I  have accented so much of this for so long a period of time, I simply will have no self-respect if I accept it. 1 often wonder 
if pert of the problem 1  now have is not because 4 have so often ror so long per-mitted others to do this to me with impunity, imposing on myself stendards ani cons cepts so foreign to the alef-seekerse  

just cannot make more copies of hn's letter, so I ask Dick to make one for Gary, please. 

I wilt wrote Paul a simple letter telling him nothing about this but also telling him he is not to lot Sohn have asything'that comes from me, no matte e how seemingly innocuous. I have sent an extra copy or the letter to John to Gary, asking that he decide whether Maul should be informed in detail, for he knows Paul's un-willingness to either become involved in the despicable things some do or oven acknowledge they exist. It is not just that I am passing the buck. It is mere that I em so furious at this I really do not think I can make a dispeseionete decision, even think eleerly about it. 

When Playboy finally tumbled to whet :mark Lied used them for in teeir interview, which taey eed to put every available staffer on for three weeks to 
clean up before deadline, they asked me to clobber him. I  refused. That day is pest, as is tnat time, so far es I am concerned. 

The only meenirgful work John has done of which I am aware ie eatabllening what has no relationship to the assassination, teat Kennedy had Adkinson's diseese. In his suit he seeks nothing others have not already brought to light, end in his papers he discloses no meenineful knowledge of any kind. he is, if you read these papers, merely seeking a rep. This, of course, is aside from what he does not weut disclosed, his use of human cadavers, which merely repeats what is already known but is a valid disproof of the official fiction. 

If he uses any of my owrk in his own writing, if I have to be my own lew-
yer, I'll sue him end tae publisher, LOOX included (remember, Dicke) Sincerely, 
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